UBeesize 50â€• Phone Tripod Stand, Aluminum Lightweight Tripod
for Camera and Phone, Cell Phone Tripod with Phone Holder and
Carry Bag, Compatible with iPhone & Android Review-2021

3-way Pan Head-The 3-way pan head equips with three separate knobs of the headlock, pan lock,
and tilt lock, along with a quick-release plate and bubble level, it offers superb stability and gives you
excellent, smooth results when employing pans and tilts during stills or video recording, including
portrait shots, panoramic landscape shots and more.
Durable and Stable-Made of high-quality aluminum-alloy, not only highlights your sense of style, but
itâ€™s also comfortable to hold and adds further protection to the tripod. Itâ€™s sturdy enough to
give solid, wobble-free support to your cellphone, mirrorless camera, webcam, and many other
devices under 2KG.
Lightweight and Portable-This compact tripod fold down easily to an impressive length of 17 inches
and weights incredibly light at only 385g, making it ideal for the long haul of travel photography and
comfortably inside almost any backpack for easy portability at the same time, itâ€™s absolutely a
perfect tool for outdoor and home photographers.
Universal and Compatible-The universal spring-loaded phone mount can be extended up to 3.94
inches, suitable for most iOS or Android cellphones on the market. The build-in 1/4â€• universal
screw allows you to attach accessories such as smartphones, cameras, webcam, LED lights, etc.
Extendable and Adjustable-UBeesize CT50 has 2-section legs using quick flip locks with smooth
operation and weather resistance. The extendable center column can expand to a maximum of 50
inches to add the extra height. It is versatile to set on the desk for live streaming or take out for a
full-height photograph shooting.Previous page
UBeesize Tripod CT50
Capture the Fabulous Scenery
Fast extend to a proper height, you'll never miss the beauty of nature.
UBeesize Tripod CT50
Travel and Outdoor Adventures
It's super fast and easy to take great selfies even when the tripod is placed on an uneven surface.
UBeesize Tripod CT50
Share Wonderful Moments
It's surely an effective tool for some creative videographers.
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360-Degree Panorama Photography
Smooth and Stable
Versatile, and enable more precise, individual adjustments, like panoramas, timelapse, etc. Review
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